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In this talk I will make some comments on the 
status of the AdS dual of SYK
I will briefly describe the results for the 
computation of all large N correlation functions in 
SYK.  
This, in principal, fully determines the bulk 
Lagrangian: all the masses and couplings of the 
(infinite) tower of bulk fields.  
However, we are far from a clear physical 
understanding of what the bulk theory actually is.
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N=4 is a remarkable theory.
1) It is conformally invariant, at any value of the ’t Hooft coupling
2) It is solvable, but not easily. Has integrability properties, allowing for computation
of anomalous dimensions, and summation of sum classes of Feynman diagrams.
3) It is dual to string theory in AdS. At large N and strong ’t hooft coupling, the bulk
has Einstein gravity, including black holes.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
Another example is the free, or critical O(N) model. This is very familiar. Much easier
to solve than N = 4. More realistic; describes condensed matter systems. The protype of
large N models. The bulk dual is Vasiliev higher spin theory. An unfamiliar theory.
These two theories are completely di↵erent. And the bulks are completely di↵erent.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
SYK is a new class of solvable large N models. It is harder to solve than O(N), but
easier than N = 4.
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SYK is related to Tensor models, so maybe I should have put it on the left side, not in
the middle. Tensor, matrix, vector. It is shocking that a tensor model could be simpler than
a matrix model.
What is SYK dual to? Most likely, a new theory. Not some small variant of what we
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The lowest dimension operator is h=2, and is special. It 
is responsible for the breaking of  conformal invariance 
and maximal chaos, and is dual to the dilaton. It is 
roughly like the graviton (talks by Maldacena, Verlinde). 
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We have already discussed the masses.  
To find the cubic couplings, we must compute the 
SYK three-point function of bilinears (six-point 
function of fermions), for the quartic couplings we 
need the four-point function of bilinears, and so on. 
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Figure 1: The connected fermion six-point function, to leading nontrivial order in 1/N , is given
by a sum of Feynman diagrams, of the kind shown on the right. This consists of three fermion
four-point functions, ladders, that are glued together. There are two classes of diagrams, as
shown on the right; only the second is planar. This figure, as well as all others, is for q = 4
SYK, and the lines denote the full propagators: they should be dressed wit melons.
conformal two-point and four-point functions, but it is irrelevant to us how they were obtained
or which diagrams contributed to them. The essential property we do need is that higher-
point correlation functions have the diagrammatic structure of four-point functions that are
glued together, as shown in Fig. 1 for the six-point function and Fig. 2 for the eight-point
function. Computing the six-point function involves gluing together three four-point functions.
As the four-point function is a sum of conformal blocks, this amounts to evaluating a conformal
integral, though a nontrivial one. In all higher-point functions, the six-point function acts like
an interaction vertex. As a result, the structure of the six-point function fully determines all
higher-point correlation functions.
To be slightly more specific, since SYK has an O(N) symmetry after disorder averaging, it
is convenient to work with the primary, O(N) invariant, fermion bilinear operators, Oi. These
are the analogs of the single-trace operators in gauge theories. The fermion six-point function
determines the three-point function of the bilinears, and hence the OPE coe cients c123 ap-
pearing in O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. The essential point is to regard the c123 as analytic functions of
the dimensions of the Oi. All higher-point correlation functions will be expressed in terms of
contour integrals involving cijk . We stress that c123 are the OPE coe cients of the single-trace
operators. Somehow, their analytic structure, combined with the fermion four-point function, is
encoding the OPE coe cients of the double-trace operators, as well as all others. We finish this
introduction with a heuristic sketch of the main result, followed by an outline of the paper.
1.1. Outline of computation
We will focus on the three-point and four-point functions of the primary O(N) invariant
bilinear operators, schematically of the form, O =Pi  i@2n+1⌧  i. These arise from a limit of the
fermion six-point function and eight-point functions, respectively.
3
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Figure 2: The fermion eight-point function is composed of Feynman diagrams such as the one
shown. It is built out of two six-point functions; the shaded circle is defined by Fig. 1.
The fermion six-point function consists of a sum of two classes of diagrams,“contact”
and planar, as shown in Fig. 1. Summing these gives the conformal three-point function
hO1(⌧1)O2(⌧2)O3(⌧3)i of the Oi of dimension hi. Up to a constant, c123, the form of the three-
point function is fixed by conformal symmetry. This constant is of course the same one that
appears in the OPE, O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. In [6] we computed the contact diagram exactly, whereas
the planar diagram was evaluated in the large q limit, in which the computation simplifies. In
Sec. 3 we revisit the three-point function, and compute the planar diagrams exactly at finite q.
The form of c123 involves generalized hypergeometric functions, of type 4F3, at argument one.
In Sec. 4 we turn to the fermion eight-point function. While the six-point function involves
gluing together three fermion four-point function, the eight-point function involves gluing to-
gether five four-point functions, as shown in Fig. 2. While this at first appears significantly more
involved, it is actually quite simple, and builds o↵ of the analytic structure of the three-point
function structure constants, c123. The essential step is to use the representation of a CFT
four-point function in terms of a contour integral over a complete basis of SL2 conformal blocks.
Specifically, for any CFT1, let FH1234(x) denote a conformal block, with the subscript labeling
the four external operators Ai, the superscript labeling the exchanged operator, and x denoting
the conformal cross-ratio of the four times. It is a familiar fact that the four-point function can
be expanded as a sum of conformal blocks,
hA1 · · · A4i =
X
H
c12Hc34HFH1234(x) , (1.1)
where the sum is over all exchanged primaries. One may just as well write the four-point function
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Figure 2: The fermion eight-point function is composed of Feynman diagrams such as the one
shown. It is built out of two six-point functions; the shaded circle is defined by Fig. 1.
The fermion six-point function consists of a sum of two classes of diagrams,“contact”
and planar, as shown in Fig. 1. Summing these gives the conformal three-point function
hO1(⌧1)O2(⌧2)O3(⌧3)i of the Oi of dimension hi. Up to a constant, c123, the form of the three-
point function is fixed by conformal symmetry. This constant is of course the same one that
appears in the OPE, O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. In [6] we computed the contact diagram exactly, whereas
the planar diagram was evaluated in the large q limit, in which the computation simplifies. In
Sec. 3 we revisit the three-point function, and compute the planar diagrams exactly at finite q.
The form of c123 involves generalized hypergeometric functions, of type 4F3, at argument one.
In Sec. 4 we turn to the fermion eight-point function. While the six-point function involves
gluing together three fermion four-point function, the eight-point function involves gluing to-
gether five four-point functions, as shown in Fig. 2. While this at first appears significantly more
involved, it is actually quite simple, and builds o↵ of the analytic structure of the three-point
function structure constants, c123. The essential step is to use the representation of a CFT
four-point function in terms of a contour integral over a complete basis of SL2 conformal blocks.
Specifically, for any CFT1, let FH1234(x) denote a conformal block, with the subscript labeling
the four external operators Ai, the superscript labeling the exchanged operator, and x denoting
the conformal cross-ratio of the four times. It is a familiar fact that the four-point function can
be expanded as a sum of conformal blocks,
hA1 · · · A4i =
X
H
c12Hc34HFH1234(x) , (1.1)
where the sum is over all exchanged primaries. One may just as well write the four-point function
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Figure 13: A contribution to th te -p int function.
Due to th com lexity of c123, these expressions are not in themselves especially enlightening.
In Sec. 6 we will study the limit of hi   1, in which the full four-point function, as well as its
Mellin transform, significantly simplify.
5. Higher-Point Correlation Functions
In the previous section we computed the bilinear four-point function. It is straightforward
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involving the ⇢(h) from summing ladders in Sec. 2, the c123 computed in Sec. 3, and higher-point
conformal blocks.
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appears in the OPE, O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. In [6] we computed the contact diagram exactly, whereas
the planar diagram was evaluated in the large q limit, in which the computation simplifies. In
Sec. 3 we revisit the three-point function, and compute the planar diagrams exactly at finite q.
The form of c123 involves generalized hypergeometric functions, of type 4F3, at argument one.
In Sec. 4 we turn to the fermion eight-point function. While the six-point function involves
gluing together three fermion four-point function, the eight-point function involves gluing to-
gether five four-point functions, as shown in Fig. 2. While this at first appears significantly more
involved, it is actually quite simple, and builds o↵ of the analytic structure of the three-point
function structure constants, c123. The essential step is to use the representation of a CFT
four-point function in terms of a contour integral over a complete basis of SL2 conformal blocks.
Specifically, for any CFT1, let FH1234(x) denote a conformal block, with the subscript labeling
the four external operators Ai, the superscript labeling the exchanged operator, and x denoting
the conformal cross-ratio of the four times. It is a familiar fact that the four-point function can
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point function is fixed by conformal ymmetry. This constant i of course the same one that
appears in the OPE, O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. In [6] we computed the contact diagram exactly, whereas
the planar diagram was evaluated in the large q limit, in which the computation simplifies. In
Sec. 3 we revisit the three-point function, and compute the planar diagrams exactly at finite q.
The form of c123 involves generalized hypergeometric functions, of type 4F3, at argument one.
In Sec. 4 we turn to the fermion eight-point function. While the six-point function involves
gluing together three fermion four-point function, the eight-point function involves gluing to-
gether five four-point functions, as shown in Fig. 2. While this at first appears significantly more
involved, it is actually quite simple, and builds o↵ of the analytic structure of the three-point
function structure constants, c123. The essential step is to use the representation of a CFT
four-point function in terms of a contour integral over a complete basis of SL2 conformal blocks.
Specifically, for any CFT1, let FH1234(x) denote a conformal block, with the subscript labeling
the four external operators Ai, the superscript labeling the exchanged operator, and x denoting
the conformal cross-ratio of the four times. It is a familiar fact that the four-point function can
be expanded as a sum of conformal blocks,
hA1 · · · A4i =
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where the sum is over all exchanged primaries. One may just as well write the four-point function
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Inserting the dominant saddle into the integrand, we find the three-point function is,
hOn1(⌧1)On2(⌧2)On3(⌧3)i ⇡
1
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(eN)N
n2n11 n
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3
, n1, n2, n3   1 ,
(6.27)
where we defined N = n1 + n2 + n3.
In terms of sn1n2n3 , comparing (6.27) with (6.16), we have that,
s(2)n1n2n3 ⇡
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(2n1)
2n1(2n2)
2n2(2n3)
2n3
⇡ (2N)!
(2n1)!(2n2)!(2n3)!
, n1, n2, n3   1 . (6.28)
Equipped with the asymptotic limit of the three-point function, we can find the asymptotic limit
of the cubic couplings of the dual bulk scalars  n dual to O2n+1 [6]. With the  n canonically
normalized, we have,
 n1n2n3 ⇡
N !
 (N   2n1 + 12) (N   2n2 + 12) (N   2n3 + 12)
, n1, n2, n3   1 , (6.29)
where we have, for simplicity, dropped any order-one factors that may have appeared. One
would ultimately like to have a string-like bulk interpretation of these couplings.
6.3. Asymptotic four-point function
To find the behavior of the four-point function hOn1(⌧1) · · · On4(⌧4)i for large ni we perform
an analogous analysis as with the three-point function. Representing the four-point function as
a contour integral, and dropping all terms that aren’t exponential, we have,
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At large ni we can approximate the integral by its saddle. Varying with respect to the si gives
the saddle equations,
s21 =
x1x2
⌧ 212
, s22 =
x2x3
⌧ 223
, s23 =
x3x4
⌧ 234
, s24 =
x4x1
⌧ 241
. (6.31)
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Notice that if one sets n1=n2=n3, this grows 
exponentially. 
The bilinear three-point function is composed of the 
hypergeometric function 4F3 and gamma functions. It 
simplifies in the limit of large dimensio s. From the 
three-point function, it is trivial to get the bulk cubic 
couplings,
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, n1, n2, n3   1 ,
(6.27)
where we defined N = n1 + n2 + n3.
In terms of sn1n2n3 , comparing (6.27) with (6.16), we have that,
s(2)n1n2n3 ⇡
(2N)2N
(2n1)
2n1(2n2)
2n2(2n3)
2n3
⇡ (2N)!
(2n1)!(2n2)!(2n3)!
, n1, n2, n3   1 . (6.28)
Equipped with the asymptotic limit of the three-point function, we can find the asymptotic limit
of the cubic couplings of the dual bulk scalars  n dual to O2n+1 [6]. With the  n canonically
normalized, we have,
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N !
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, n1, n2, n3   1 , (6.29)
where we have, for simplicity, dropped any order-one factors that may have appeared. One
would ultimately like to have a string-like bulk interpretation of these couplings.
6.3. Asymptotic four-point function
To find the behavior of the four-point function hOn1(⌧1) · · · On4(⌧4)i for large ni we perform
an analogous analysis as with the three-point function. Representing the four-point function as
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At large ni we can approximate the integral by its saddle. Varying with respect to the si gives
the saddle equations,
s21 =
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⌧ 212
, s22 =
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, s23 =
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Summary: The bulk has a tower of fields, with masses 
roughly spaced by even integers, and cubic couplings 
of the form on the previous slide. 
The spectrum looks roughly like from a Kaluza-Klein 
reduction of a single scalar field in                   (talk by 
Jevicki for a precise match)
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different from what one gets from a Kaluza-Klein 
reduction. 
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In fact, the cubic couplings are, heuristically, of the 
type one gets in string theory.  
For string theory in 10 dimensions, one has creation 
operators to excite the string modes in the 8 
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This gives some combinatorial factors, vaguely like 
what we found.
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To make an actual statement, we need string theory in 
2 dimensions, not 10. However, in 2 dimensions there 
are no transverse directions. 
One can try to instead allow longitudinal 
motion: a string that is expanding and 
contracting. 
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Let us therefore study the ’t Hooft model, placed in 
AdS. Is this the dual of SYK? 
It is unlikely that it would precisely match the dual of 
SYK, but it is conceivable that it is close
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model in AdS, so I do not know the answer.
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SYK, but it is conceivable that it is close
We have not yet succeeded in solving the ’t Hooft 
model in AdS, so I do not know the answer.
Summary
• SYK has a tower of fermion bilinear, O(N) singlets                                            
,                        ,  with anomalous dimensions of 
order 1.  
• We have computed all-point correlation functions of 
these operators.  
• The correlation functions take a simple form, when 
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Figure 2: The fermion eight-point function is composed of Feynman diagrams such as the one
shown. It is built out of two six-point functions; the shaded circle is defined by Fig. 1.
The fermion six-point function consists of a sum of two classes of diagrams,“contact”
and planar, as shown in Fig. 1. Summing these gives the conformal three-point function
hO1(⌧1)O2(⌧2)O3(⌧3)i of the Oi of dimension hi. Up to a constant, c123, the form of the three-
point function is fixed by conformal symmetry. This constant is of course the same one that
appears in the OPE, O1O2 ⇠ c123O3. In [6] we computed the contact diagram exactly, whereas
the planar diagram was evaluated in the large q limit, in which the computation simplifies. In
Sec. 3 we revisit the three-point function, and compute the planar diagrams exactly at finite q.
The form of c123 involves generalized hypergeometric functions, of type 4F3, at argument one.
In Sec. 4 we turn to the fermion eight-point function. While the six-point function involves
gluing together three fermion four-point function, the eight-point function involves gluing to-
gether five four-point functions, as shown in Fig. 2. While this at first appears significantly more
involved, it is actually quite simple, and builds o↵ of the analytic structure of the three-point
function structure constants, c123. The essential step is to use the representation of a CFT
four-point function in terms of a contour integral over a complete basis of SL2 conformal blocks.
Specifically, for any CFT1, let FH1234(x) denote a conformal block, with the subscript labeling
the four external operators Ai, the superscript labeling the exchanged operator, and x denoting
the conformal cross-ratio of the four times. It is a familiar fact that the four-point function can
be expanded as a sum of conformal blocks,
hA1 · · · A4i =
X
H
c12Hc34HFH1234(x) , (1.1)
where the sum is over all exchanged primaries. One may just as well write the four-point function
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• The        are assumed to be dual to scalars        in AdS.  
• Their dimensions determine the masses of the scalars, 
and their three-point function determines the cubic 
couplings.  
• The cubic couplings, of the large mass fields, take a 
combinatorial form, 
Inserting the dominant saddle into the integrand, we find the three-point function is,
hOn1(⌧1)On2(⌧2)On3(⌧3)i ⇡
1
|⌧23|n2+n3 n1 |⌧13|n1+n3 n2 |⌧12|n1+n2 n3
(eN)N
n2n11 n
2n2
2 n
2n3
3
, n1, n2, n3   1 ,
(6.27)
where we defined N = n1 + n2 + n3.
In terms of sn1n2n3 , comparing (6.27) with (6.16), we have that,
s(2)n1n2n3 ⇡
(2N)2N
(2n1)
2n1(2n2)
2n2(2n3)
2n3
⇡ (2N)!
(2n1)!(2n2)!(2n3)!
, n1, n2, n3   1 . (6.28)
Equipped with the asymptotic limit of the three-point function, we can find the asymptotic limit
of the cubic couplings of the dual bulk scalars  n dual to O2n+1 [6]. With the  n canonically
normalized, we have,
 n1n2n3 ⇡
N !
 (N   2n1 + 12) (N   2n2 + 12) (N   2n3 + 12)
, n1, n2, n3   1 , (6.29)
where we have, for simplicity, dropped any order-one factors that may have appeared. One
would ultimately like to have a string-like bulk interpretation of these couplings.
6.3. Asymptotic four-point function
To find the behavior of the four-point function hOn1(⌧1) · · · On4(⌧4)i for large ni we perform
an analogous analysis as with the three-point function. Representing the four-point function as
a contour integral, and dropping all terms that aren’t exponential, we have,
hOn1(⌧1) . . .On4(⌧4)i ⇡
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At large ni we can approximate the integral by its saddle. Varying with respect to the si gives
the saddle equations,
s21 =
x1x2
⌧ 212
, s22 =
x2x3
⌧ 223
, s23 =
x3x4
⌧ 234
, s24 =
x4x1
⌧ 241
. (6.31)
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2.
N=4 is a re arkable theory.
1) It is conformally invariant, at any value of the ’t Hooft coupling
2) It is solvable, but not easily. Has integrability properties, allowing for computation
of anomalous dimensions, and summation of sum classes of Feynman diagrams.
3) It is dual to string theory in AdS. At large N and strong ’t hooft coupling, the bulk
has Einstein gravity, including black holes.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
Another example is e fre , r crit cal O(N) model. This is very familiar. Much easier
to solve than N = 4. More realistic; describes condensed matter systems. The protype of
large N models. The bulk dual is Vasiliev higher spin theory. An unfamiliar theory.
These two theories are completely di↵erent. And the bulks are completely di↵erent.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
SYK is a new class of solvable large N model . It is harder to solve than O(N), but
easier than N = 4.
Table
SYK is related to Tensor models, so maybe I should have put it on the left side, not in
the middle. Tensor, matrix, vector. It is shocking that a tensor model could be simpler than
a matrix model.
What is SYK dual to? Most likely, a new theory. Not some small variant of what we
1
• The        are assumed to be dual to scalars        in AdS.  
• Their dimensions determine the masses of the scalars, 
and their three-point function determines the cubic 
couplings.  
• The cubic couplings, of the large mass fields, take a 
combinatorial form, 
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where we have, for simplicity, dropped any order-one factors that may have appeared. One
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N=4 is a re arkable theory.
1) It is conformally invariant, at any value of the ’t Hooft coupling
2) It is solvable, but not easily. Has integrability properties, allowing for computation
of anomalous dimensions, and summation of sum classes of Feynman diagrams.
3) It is dual to string theory in AdS. At large N and strong ’t hooft coupling, the bulk
has Einstein gravity, including black holes.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
Another example is e fre , r crit cal O(N) model. This is very familiar. Much easier
to solve than N = 4. More realistic; describes condensed matter systems. The protype of
large N models. The bulk dual is Vasiliev higher spin theory. An unfamiliar theory.
These two theories are completely di↵erent. And the bulks are completely di↵erent.
A large N theory that is solvable at strong coupling, and that is conformal, is rare.
SYK is a new class of solvable large N model . It is harder to solve than O(N), but
easier than N = 4.
Table
SYK is related to Tensor models, so maybe I should have put it on the left side, not in
the middle. Tensor, matrix, vector. It is shocking that a tensor model could be simpler than
a matrix model.
What is SYK dual to? Most likely, a new theory. Not some small variant of what we
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• The        are assumed to be dual to scalars        in AdS.  
• Their dimensions determine the masses of the scalars, 
and their three-point function determines the cubic 
couplings.  
• The cubic couplings, of the large mass fields, take a 
combinatorial form, 
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where we defined N = n1 + n2 + n3.
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Equipped with the asymptotic limit of the three-point function, we can find the asymptotic limit
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where we have, for simplicity, dropped any order-one factors that may have appeared. One
would ultimately like to have a string-like bulk interpretation of these couplings.
6.3. Asymptotic four-point function
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At large ni we can approximate the integral by its saddle. Varying with respect to the si gives
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• The form of the cubic couplings perhaps suggests a 
stringy origin.  
• Some possibilities are a string with longitudinal 
motion, or 2d QCD with fermions. We do not yet know 
if this gives the correct cubic couplings.  
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• There are a huge number of singlets. This gives an 
extraordinary large number of bulk fields, far far more 
than SYK, and far more than string theory. 
• What the dual of tensor models might be is a mystery. 
